
Content Vocabulary (MC + R&W) Grammar Reading Listening & Speaking Writing (Optional) Content Vocabulary Reading  Writing 

1  (3-7 Feb.)
ENGLISH FILE INT

1A,1B,PE

aubergine, baked, beans, beef, beetroot, boiled, cabbage, cherries, chicken, courgette, crab, 

cucumber, duck, egg, fish, fried, fruit, grapes, grilled, lamb, lemon, mango, meat, melon, 

mussels, peach, pear, pepper, pork, prawns, raspberries, roast, salmon, seafood, squid, 

steamed, tuna, vegetable,stepmother, brohter in law, nephew, niece,only child,immediate 

family,extended family, rivalry,sick,no wonder, share,childhood,fight, value, adult, boarding 

school, gang, gathering, aware of, affectionate, aggressive, ambitious, anxious, bossy  

charming, competitive,  independent, jealous,moody, rebellious, reliable, selfish, sensible, 

sensitive, sociable, spoilt, stubborn , hard-working,lazy, mean, generous, outgoing, shy, self 

confident, insecure, stupid, clever, talkative, quiet,friendly, honest, dishonest, unambitious, 

unfriendly, imaginative, unimaginative, kind, unkind, organized,disorganized, reliable, 

unreliable, selfish, unselfish, sociable, unsociable, tidy,untidy, mature, immature, 

patient,impatient, responsible, irresponsible, sensitive, insensitive,relaxed

Present Simple and Continuous, action and 

non-action verbs                              future 

forms: present continuous, gong to, 

will/won't

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for orientation

Scanning longer texts in order to 

locate desired information

Informal discussions with 

classmates                          

Sustained monologue Describing 

experience Listening to radio audio 

and recordings  

              x
                                                                                 

Q SKILLS FOR SUCCESS                                                

READING &WRITING 3             UNIT 

2                                    READING 

PART

at risk, balanced, be made up of, concept, 

consume, cuisine,idenitfy, influence, 

likely, method, portion, practice, 

principle, property, recognize, region, 

sensitive, system, typically 

Identify the author's purpose for writing a 

text

Preview text using a variety of strategies

Read for main ideas

Read for details

X

2 (10-14 

Feb.)

ENGLISH FILE INT

2B,PE (UNIT 3), 4A,4B

amazed, amazing, basic phrase, bored, boring, tired, tiring, dissappointed, 

disappointing,embarrased, embarrasing, frightened, frightening, frustrated, frustrating, excited, 

exciting, multilingual, fluently, skill, language barrier, exceptions, link, basic phrases, dial,text, 

message, hang up, ring tone, call back, leave a message, voicemail, engaged,  busy, 

screensaver, silent/ vibrate mode, quiet zones, instant messaging 

Present Perfect + for/since , Present 

Perfect Continuous         Comparatives and 

superlatives  Articles : a/an,the,no article 

                                                      Can, 

could, be able to, reflexive pronouns

Modals of obligation: must, have to, 

should, should have

Reading for details

Guessing from context

Reading for information & 

argument                                 Goal-

oriented co-operation 

Listening for main ideas, and 

listening for reasons

Overall listening comprehension

                 x
                                                         

EXTRA MATERIAL 

INTRODUCTION TO ESSAY

        Identify the thesis statement, Linking 

words, Transition Signals              Identify 

Essay Organization      

Writing thesis statement, introductory 

paragraph, body paragraph and concluding 

paragraph 

3 (17-21 

Feb.)

ENGLISH FILE INT

RC,5A,5B

captain,coach,fan,player,referee,umpire,spactator,the crowd,team,stadium,sports 

hall,arena,circuit,course,court,pitch,pool,slope, 

track,win,beat,lose,draw,trophy,match,competition,medal,get fit,get injured, kick,score, 

throw,train,warm up,work out, send off,knocked out, eliminate, finish, sweat,cheat, likely, 

commuter, cute, exchange a few words, shift, candle, find the courage, turn out, classmate, 

close friend, colleague, couple, ex, fiance,fiancee, flatmate, partner, be together, become 

friensd, break up, get in touch, get married, get on, get to know, go out together, have sth in 

common, lose touch, meet, propose, fancy, dump, have a crush on,split up, fall out with

Past tenses: simple, continuous, perfect                                       

Usually and used to                                   

Used to and would (Instructional 

Material)                                       Word 

Formation (Instructional Material)

Reading for gist and details

Reading for information and 

argument

Reading for orientation, scanning 

longer texts in order to locate 

desired information, and gather 

information from different parts of a 

text

Listening and answering specific 

questions

Informal discussion

Overall spoken interaciton

x

                                                             Q 

SKILLS FOR SUCCESS 

READING&WRITING 3                    

UNIT 3                                             

READING PART

benefit, confession, data, discover, 

experiment, eventually, lifestlye, 

limitation, manufacturer, obey, obstacle, 

occasion, occur, rare, regret, respond, 

sense, survive

                                                                               

Activate schema with photos/pictures

Use glosses and footnotes to aid 

comprehension

Read and recognize different text types

X

4 (24-28 

Feb.)

ENGLISH FILE INT

PE (UNIT 5), 6A,6B

action film,  animation,  comedy, drama, historical film, horror film, musical, rom-com, 

science fiction film, thriller, war film, western, funny, violent, exciting, scary, moving, 

audience, cast, extra, plot, review, scene, script, sequel, soundtrack, special effect, star, 

subtitle, direct, dub, play the part of, set, based on, shoot, film, be on, mainly for business or 

career purposes, what you have achieved, your other half, young and carefree, a different side 

of yourself, grow up, take yourself too seriously, a well known person, dress up, 

arms,back,ears,eyes, face, fett, fingers, hands, head, knees, legs, lips, mouth, neck, nose, 

shoulders, stomach, teeth, toes, tongue,bite, clap, kick, nod, point, smell, smile, stare, taste, 

throw, touch, whistle

Passives (all tenses)                     Modals 

of deduction: might, can't, must                                                  

Modals for past speculation 

(Instructional Material)

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for orientation

Overall listening comprehension

Note-taking from a lecture

Understanding interaction between 

native speakers

              x
Q SKILLS FOR SUCCESS 

READING&WRITING 3                    

UNIT 4                                             

READING PART +pp.100-101

anticipation, broadcasting, critic, 

dissatisfaction, donation, exposure, 

happiness, relationship, appear, claim, 

entertain, hire, support, come close to, 

figure out, annoying, annual, appealing, 

colorful, deceptive, distrustful, 

memorable, paiınful, surrounding, 

certainly, messy, particularly, recently, 

unpredictablee

Read and gather information and ideas                                         

Distinguish facts from opinions   Read for 

main ideas

Read for details 

X

5 (2-6 

March)

ENGLISH FILE INT

RC (UNIT 6),7A,7B,PE

biology, chemistry, geography, history, information technology, literature, maths, physics, 

boarding, graduate, head, nursery, primary, private, pupils, religious,secondary, state, terms, 

college, elementary, grades, high, kindergarten, semesters, twelfth grade, be expelled, behave, 

be punished, cheat, fail, pass, revise, take, educate, bring up, learn,study,prodigy, controversy, 

determine, forbid, outstanding, excell, rebel, take up, resent,the country, the outskirts, a 

village, a town, a city, the east coast, the second floor, a suburb, flat,balcony, basement, 

etrance, ground floor, top floor, chimney, gate, path, roof,steps, terrace, patio, wall, made of 

stone, ceilings, an open fire, cosy, modern, spacious,light, wooden, floors 

First conditional and future time clauses + 

when, until, etc.                      Second 

conditional                      Wish (present) 

(Instructional Material)

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for information and 

argument

Interviewing and being interviewed

Sustained monologue: describing 

experience

Identifying cues and inferring

              x                                                          
EXTRA MATERIAL                   

OPINION ESSAY

X

2019-2020 ACADEMIC YEAR 
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WEEK 
MAIN COURSE READING & WRITING



6 (9-13 

March)

ENGLISH FILE INT

8A,8B,RC

bargain, discount, price tag, receipt, refund, take sth back, swear, spoil, waste your time, make 

sth clear, hesitate, achieve,agree, argue, attach, choose, compensate, complain, deliver, 

demonstrate, explain,lose, pay, respond, sell, succeed, compensation, demonstration, 

explanation, achievement, agreement, argument, attachment, payment, choice, complaint, 

delivery, loss, response, sale, success, set up, do very well, unemployed, look for a job, be 

sacked, work for, apply for, send, have a good salary, get the job, do overtime, be made, get 

promoted, resign, retire, part-time, self-employed, temporary, unemployed, well-qualified, be 

in charge of, be responsible for, promote, promotion, apply, application, retire,retirement, 

employ, employment, qualify, qualification, resign, resignation, science, scientist, law, lawyer, 

music, musician, pharmacy, pharmacist, farm, farmer, translate, translator, a share in profits, 

entrepreneurs, product, market, profitable, reject, wortless

Reported speech: sentences and questions                                           

Gerunds and infinitives

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for information and 

argument                                     

Overall spoken production

Listening to radio audio and 

recordings  

Note Taking  Listening 

(Instructional Material)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

x
                                                                         

CONTINUE EXTRA MATERIAL 

OPINION ESSAY

Gathering information and ideas to write an 

opinion essay and practise.  

7 (16-20 

March)

ENGLISH FILE INT

9A,9B,PE

luck, unlucky, luckily, unluckily, fortunate, unfortunate, fortunately, unfortunately, 

comfortable, uncomfortable, comfortably, uncomfortably, patient, impatient, patiently, 

impatiently, careful, careless, carefully, carelessy,hits, bloggers, survey, multitasking, switch 

off, electronic devices,  a mouse, speaker, USB cable, keyboard, memory stick, plug, remote 

control, screen, socket, switch, adaptor, headphones, switch off, switch on, turn down, turn up, 

plug in, unplug, set  

Third Conditional                         

Quantifiers                                          

Cloze Test 

Overall reading comprehension

Reading for information and 

argument

Reading for orientation Reading 

Exercise

Listening and answering specific 

questions

Informal discussion

Overall spoken interaciton

               x
                                                                 

WRITING PORTFOLIO

Portfolio Task:Write an opinion essay about 

advertising by thinking about the unit 

question 'Does advertiisng help or harm us?'  

or about an extra given topic.


